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Recently the following problem [1], which is but one of a genre of like 
problems [2, 31, was posed: Given N different real numbers (e.g., N = 1000) 
on cards face down on a table, what is the stopping rule so that the probability 
of choosing the largest number is maximized? The additional rules of the 
game are: (a) that as the numbers are chosen, the cards are turned up so that a 
comparison of the discards can be made with the immediate choice, and 
(b) that only the immediate choice can be declared to be largest. 
First define two state subscripts: State K >: a choice has just been made, 
with k of N choices remaining, and this immediate choice happens to be the 
largest of those chosen thus far. State k <: ditto, except that this immediate 
choice doesn’t happen to be the largest of those chosen thus far. 
Let Pk, be the probability of being in state k > and, if one stops, being 
declared the winner, i.e., holding the largest of the N numbers. PIc, is 
defined in the same way for the state k <. Then the following stopping rule, 
“GO until N - k, are chosen; then stop if in state k, >,” which maximizes 
P Lo> , can be obtained from the following two equations of state. These 
are written by applying the principle of optimality of dynamic programming, 
and are given by: 
I If STOP: 7 Pk> = m;x ; If GO: 1 N+l-k ) ‘k-l> + (I - N + : _ kj pk-l< 
PO> = 1 (1) 
P kc = mfx I If STOP: 0 If GO: 1 N+I-k ) ‘k-1, + (l - N + ; _ k) p,-1, ; 
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P,, =o (2) 
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If one begins to choose numbers, k > k, , the “If GO” :- “If STOP” 
quantities on the right side of (1) will hold, until for some k = k, “If GO” = 
“If STOP.” For k < k, , “If GO < If STOP.” The stopping rule is to GO 
until N ~ k, numbers are chosen. If in state k, >, then STOP. If not, keep 
choosing until the first k > state is reached for k < k, , then STOP. Again, 
note that k designates the choices remaining. 
To find k,; (1) at k = k, , which is the turning point in the choice sequence 
from GO to STOP as k decreases, yields 
ko 1 
‘--V=N+l-k, pk,,-l>+(1-N+t:kk3P*,,, (3) 
Eliminating PkO-i< by iteration using (2) gives 
k, f’+l> ko-1 
‘--;v=N+l-k, + (N - 4) s1 (N -j)$; 1 -j) (4) 
Usmg the fact that Pkoei, = (N + j - k,)/N, k, is the (smaller) root of 
If N is large (say lOOO), l/N b a ove is replaced by zero, and k, is given to 
good approximation by 
Then k, N (1 - e-l) N and N - k, = N/e z 0.368N. The stopping rule 
for N = 1000 is to discard randomly, stopping at the 368th number if it 
is the largest of the discards thus far. If not, choose the first number after the 
368th that is the largest and then stop. P!,, = e-l. From (1) and (2) for 
k > k, and (GO), Pks = Pk< . This imphes Pko, = P,,,, = .** = PN> . 
Then the probability of winning with the above stopping rule is e-l. 
For an added fillip, assume that it costs C dollars per choice, and that 
picking the largest number x yields a prize in the amount of x dollars plus a 
bonus of B/x dollars (or an additional cost of B/x dollars corresponding to a 
house cut). Then what is the stopping rule to maximize the expectation of 
winning ? 
The upper right side of (1) now reads: If STOP: 
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The rest remains the same, giving, for large N, 
A,= l-exp- x&:-NC 
I i 
N, 
which reduces to the old game for x = 1, B = C = 0. This has obvious 
interesting ramifications for various sizes of the largest number x, ante C, 
bonus constant f B, and the total number of cards N. For example, if x 
is very large or small compared to NC, and if B > 0 and such that 
x + (B/x) - NC is always positive, then R, -+ N, so that it pays to stop 
early. 
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